Tracking arbitrary objects in natural environments is a challenging task in visual computing. A central problem is the need to adapt to changing appearances under strong transformation and occlusion. We propose a tracking framework that utilises the strength of Convolutional Neural Networks to create a robust and adaptive model of the object from training data produced during tracking. An incremental update mechanism provides increased performance and reduces the computational costs for training during tracking, allowing for robust real-time tracking with state-of-the-art performance. Together with optimisations for deploying the framework on humanoid robots and distributed devices, this shows its viability for research in developmental robotics on questions around infant cognition or active exploration.
Introduction
The process of tracking the changing position of an object is a very fundamental problem in the fields of computer vision as well as artificial intelligence and has been studied for a long time [1] [2] [3] . It is an important task in the area of intelligent devices and robotics, as tracking objects visually is often a prerequisite for complex tasks. For example, a developmental robot can learn the affordances of a manipulated object by correctly keeping track of this object's change, while for an autonomous car keeping track of other vehicles and pedestrians in the streets can help planning a route and avoid collisions [4] . However, the visual tracking of arbitrary objects in a video stream is still a difficult task because the objects' appearances may change over time [5] .
To overcome these challenges, an object tracker needs a mechanism for identifying and extracting robust features from a video stream. It also needs a flexible method for learning a model of the object's representation using a scarce supply of training data and adapting it dynamically over time. Previous attempts to provide such functionality include integrating Convolutional Neural Networks ( CNNs ) for feature extraction and learning the object's visual representation. For instance, the Fully Convolutional Network based Tracker ( FCNT ) [6] uses the convolutional part of VGG16 [7] to extract visual features from a video stream and trains another small CNN on those features. In this approach, both the final and a penultimate convolutional layer were used as outputs since their features contribute different discriminating abilities. Thus, the object tracking adopts object feature models that resulted from training with huge object recognition databases. To improve the quality of the object representation, other algorithms include using pre-trained R-CNNs for feature extraction [8] , training features in CNNs while tracking [3] , or creating negative training samples by taking false locations around the correct position [9] . Nevertheless, these approaches suffer from weak update selection schemes, making them prone to using poor samples and at the same time particularly complex, preventing any real-time application. Other approaches that prepare adaptive silhouette models for specific shapes, such as humans, in order to provide robust tracking [10] , need depth information that is in most cases not available.
In this paper, we comprehensively describe HIOB , a HIerarchical and modular OBject tracking framework 1 , and provide profound insight into employing HIOB in developmental robot scenarios. HIOB is a CNN-based tracker that consist of highly optimised components for feature extraction and components that train and update specific object models during tracking conditioned by the tracking confidence. Since HIOB is supposed to provide robust tracking, particularly under occlusion and distortion conditions, for real-time applications, it is optimised for performing well and at the same time remaining computationally efficient. This allows employing HIOB 2 in the developmental robotics scenario and thus enables such a robot to actively explore and learn in real environments and real time.
Hierarchical modular object tracking
Our proposed framework is an extension of the FCNT introduced by Wang et al. [6] . It combines the feature extraction capabilities of a pre-trained CNN ( pCNN ) with the flexibility of an online CNN ( oCNN ). This allows to rely on model features obtained from training on huge object recognition datasets, but also to quickly create and update specific object models during tracking. An overview of the framework is provided in Fig. 1 . 
Initialising the tracking
The tracking is initialised with a bounding box around the given position of the object in the first frame F 0 . Next, the captured image is cropped to the region of interest ( ROI ) and scaled to a fixed size s , e.g. s = 368 × 368 , which introduces a trade-off between computational complexity and precision. This so-called SROI provides the input into the pCNN that consists of the convolutional part of the VGG16 [7] . In particular, the last convolutional layer conv5_3 and an earlier layer conv4_3 are used for feature extraction and selection, since they have been shown to describe different visual aspects well [6] . Here, other options are possible as well, such as using ResNet [12] or context-specific feature models, depending on the desired constraints for accuracy and speed as well as the computation framework. A target heat map regression analysis is used to identify those features that have the strongest relevance for locating the object and thus to reduce the number of features from 512 per output layer to 384. The selected filters are used as input for the oCNN that consists of two convolutional layers, of which the first layer includes 32 filters with a kernel size of 9 × 9 and connects with a concatenated ReLU to the second layer that comprises a single 5 × 5 filter. Finally, the oCNN is trained to produce the prediction mask in the form of a 2D-Gaussian, cropped to the object's bounding box on a 46 × 46 array. Since the object is arbitrary and not known a priori, this bounding box is the first and only data point.
Tracking
During tracking, for each following frame F t , t > 0 the captured image is cropped around the last known position of the object, scaled, and fed as input to the pCNN, similar to the initialisation step. The resulting 2 × 384 features are used as input to the oCNN to produce a 46 × 46 mask for predicting the most probable areas of the object's position. This mask is normalised to values within [0, 1] and integrated into a mask M t representing the position in the full-sized captured image. On this prediction mask, a large number c of candidates for a new bounding box is created by altering the last predicted bounding box randomly, according to a Gaussian distribution. The number c is again a trade-off between computation effort and precision, but a large number of, e.g., c = 1 , 0 0 0 candidates is reasonable because the creation and evaluation can be done in parallel, similar to the calculation of filter kernels. For each candidate X t n a confidence value con f t n is calculated, with A (X t n ) being the size of X t n in pixels and M t ( j ) the probability predicted by the oCNN for pixel j :
The candidate with the highest confidence is used as the predicted position X t and its confidence is used as that prediction's confidence conf t . If no candidate is rated above the threshold min _ con f = 0 . 1 , the previous position is kept ( X t = X t−1 ) and the confidence is set to con f t = 0 .
After each prediction, based on an update strategy, the sample is considered for updating the model. In this case, the sample is appended to a FIFO cache, storing the last 10 selected samples, and a single update iteration of the model is executed in its current configuration. Independent of the course of the tracking, the sample obtained from the initial frame is always kept in the cache because it is the only reference guaranteed to be of good quality. This way the oCNN adapts to any morphology change in the appearance of the object.
Update Strategies
Deciding which samples are used for updating the model is critical for the success of the tracking. The algorithm must be able to adapt to changes in appearance to create a solid model, but at the same time must avoid samples of poor quality as they can corrupt the model. Ideally, the updates should provide all occurring perspectives and object appearances under occlusion and motion. However, it is not necessarily possible to inform the algorithm of a perspective that is particularly good , because it cannot grasp the full object's characteristic a priori. As good heuristics, updates should be triggered by a prediction with a low confidence conf t , which indicates a change in appearance. Utilising a lower bound for the confidence of samples prevents poor quality data from distorting the model, e.g., because the tracker clearly lost the object for a moment. As another heuristics, updates should also get enforced after a certain number of frames δ t without changes to the model, to ensure that it is kept up to date. In this work, we explore six update strategies in detail in order to understand the impact of these heuristics:
• None -the model remains as trained for the initial bounding box. No further updates are executed on the model, thus the strategy comes at no computational cost but has no opportunity to reflect changes, and serves as a baseline.
• Full -update on every frame, thus maximising the available training data by including all changes over time. This strategy explores the opposite extreme to None .
• Static -update after a fixed number of δ t = 20 frames, to reduce the training effort and attempting to still include reasonable changes of the object's morphology in an uninformed manner.
• Dynamic -update when the appearance is considerably different to the trained model, measured by the confidence conf t being lower than 0.4, to include changes in an informed way.
• Low Confidence Combined (LCC) -update in case of low confidence conf t ≤ 0.4 combined with enforcing updates for δ t = 20 , based on Wang et al. [6] .
• High Gain Combined (HGC) -update high gain cases: low but not too low confidence 0.2 ≤ conf t ≤ 0.4, avoiding poor samples, enforced for δ t = 20 .
HIOB for developmental robotics
To utilise an object tracker, such as HIOB, in real-world tasks in general and on a developmental robot in particular, we must take the constraints and the context of real-world tracking into consideration. In order to allow for real-time processing, we also preliminarily studied the trade-offs as mentioned above and enhanced the HIOB framework implementation and deployment.
Conditions and context of object tracking
In developmental robotics research, the goal is to study human cognitive functions in settings that resemble the conditions of human infants interacting in natural environments [13] . These conditions include embodied interaction, thus interacting with natural motor and sensing capabilities of an infant as well as integrating the multi-modal sensations within active perception [14] . For our tracking, this means that we need to be able to rely on standard RGB vision, because young infants are still developing a sense for depth based on stereo vision, as well as on fast, thus real-time processing.
The embodied interaction in natural environments also introduces particular properties of the context. Infants, and thus developmental robots, often interact with objects by grabbing, shaking, and scooting them, and are in the process of developing object permanence despite introducing strong motion and motion blur, as well as partial or full occlusion [15] . Thus, our tracking must be able to handle these contexts well in order to be feasible for a broad range of research questions such as active perception, language acquisition, and higher-order planning.
Enhancing HIOB for real-time tracking
In HIOB, therefore, we took great care to realise the framework for real-time applications on a robot that is equipped with RGB vision. Overall, the framework is implemented in Python and Tensorflow 3 , which allows for accessible prototyping and at the same time particularly fast processes for redundant computations within CUDA stream processors. Notable optimisations have been done in the feature extraction, feature selection and prediction candidate generation and evaluation. Additionally, we wrapped the framecapturing and computing processes as (optional) ROS 4 nodes, in order to allow an easy deployment for a range of robot devices and computers 5 .
For a preliminary evaluation, we tested HIOB for live tracking on our robot platform under different SROI sizes s , in order to gather insights into computational effort under realistic conditions. We used the vision from the robot and ran the calculations on either a consumer machine or a high-performance GPU server 6 . Fig. 2 presents the overall and component-wise computation times over both systems. A notable outcome is that the fully tensor-graph-based feature extraction heavily benefits from the GPU as expected, while the feature selection and candidate evaluation, which are both mixtures from parallel python calls and tensor computations, still gain from good CPU core speed. Overall this test shows that HIOB can get operated with stable 11-17 frames per second ( FPS ) for reasonable SROI sizes on HD resolution.
NICO-object interaction data
A recent example of a developmental robot is the NeuroInspired COmpanion NICO , which is used in research on multi-modal human-robot interaction and neuro-cognitive modelling [16] . NICO includes two HD RGB cameras and interaction capabilities of a 3.5-year-old child. In interactions with objects, the robot's hands are naturally introducing huge occlusions, making the tracking of object manipulation effects from the visual perspective difficult.
To employ NICO as a test-bed, we recorded 60 object-hand interactions, with frame rates as described above. The recordings include different push, pull, grasp, and lift actions on a broad range of toy objects that show diverse behaviour when interacted with, such as rolling away, bouncing on the table, or changing their morphology. Accordingly, we manually annotated all recordings to capture the object shape by an exact rectangle (see Fig. 3 ).
Evaluation and analysis
On the one hand, we want to measure the performance of our framework in a comparable fashion on challenging datasets and live benchmarks. In particular, we need to measure the strength of the modular approach and the update strategies on a broad range of scene characteristics. On the other hand, we want to analyse in depth, how the mechanisms of online updates impact on the tracking and preservation of a suitable object model.
Performance
For the performance tests, we used the extension of the established Online Object Tracking Benchmark ( OOTB ) by Wu et al., which includes 100 tracking sequences with up to 3872 frames and metrics for evaluation [17] . Here, the precision metric measures the Euclidean distance between the predicted bounding box position and the ground truth, while the success metric measures the intersection in proportion to the union and thus the overlap between predicted bounding box and ground truth.
Also, we participated in the Princeton Tracking Benchmark ( PTB ), which includes data and tests that are not publically available for framework or model optimisation [5] . Finally, we measured the tracking on our NICO-object interaction dataset to compare the performance and success results on HD vision and restricted frames per seconds with the other benchmarks.
Online object tracking benchmark
We used the OOTB to evaluate the six update strategies. Table 1 provides the results on individual challenges included in the benchmark. Strategy None illustrates how HIOB performs without adaptation of the model during tracking. The poor performance by the Full strategy shows that more updates are not necessarily an improvement. Periodic updates with the Static fall short if an object was occluded, out of view, or blurred, while updating with the Dynamic strategy tends to update to an extent that the model is no longer able to provide good predictions.
LCC produces comparable results in both frameworks, FCNT and HIOB, as plotted in Fig. 4 . The tracking of HIOB is much smoother compared to FCNT because it uses a single training step on updates while FCNT reinitialises its network and executes 50 training steps for every update. An analysis of failed trackings shows that the model is often disrupted by poor quality samples in the training data. These errors are amplified by the generation of additional erroneous predictions. HGC avoids this corruption by discarding samples of very low confidence. The result is a higher tracking performance with even fewer model updates. A significant performance increase can be seen for tracking sequences that include an occlusion of the object or motion blur, which is likely to produce erroneous training samples (compare Table 1 ).
Princeton tracking benchmark
On the PTB 7 , the HIOB framework ranks third out of 15 recent frameworks on the RGB challenge (not using depth information). It achieved the best results for the "animal" (72.5%) and "rigid" (78.2%) target types and ranks overall among the top three in all categories. A reason for not being able to compete with the top two for the "human" (53.1%) target type seems to be the fact that these frameworks were particularly optimised for shapes like human poses by using RGB-D information [10] . The results also indicate that HIOB is particularly good in non-occlusion (84.5%) and still quite good in occlusion cases (52.9%) that appear to be a major difficulty for all frameworks.
NICO scenario tracking test
Using the NICO object interaction data we evaluated different SROI sizes restricted by the frame per second rate that was obtained in the preliminary speed comparison. Fig. 5 presents the precision and success results, indicating that an SROI of s = 360 × 360 provides the best trade-off even for this resolution, even for notable cases of motion. We also found that an extreme change of the object size is the most likely case for a failed tracking, whereas occlusion and motion cases are usually accurate. Another finding was a notable difficulty in tracking very thin objects with a poor texture. Both observations, as well as the measured success values, indicate that the bounding box was not fitting the object well, although overall the tracking went well.
Case studies
The improved strategy HGC and the technical realisation was developed by analysing cases of particularly difficult object morphology and of failed trackings. We studied many cases from the categories above and in the following will present the most representative and insightful ones.
Motion in the OOTB
A common issue in the OOTB is fast motion and motion blur because it severely disrupts the model for the baseline update strategies. Fig. 6 illustrates how poor quality samples result in model corruption. In Fig. 6 b, rapid camera movement and the resulting motion blur produces a misplaced prediction. Because of the low confidence, an update is executed, training the model to predict a position behind the tracked person ( Fig. 6 c) . With the HGC strategy, the updates are prevented until a less blurry image in a later frame, seen in Fig. 6 d, produces a better training sample that gradually updates the model to recognise the person in a blurry image. 
Fig. 4.
Comparison of different update strategies in the HIOB framework versus the FCNT framework on the OOTB using the conventional metric as described in [17] , with 20 pixels as the threshold for "good". The LCC strategy was tested in the original FCNT implementation from Wang et al. [6] , and replicated within HIOB; HGC presents our proposed high-gain strategy.
Fig. 5.
Comparison of different SROI sizes in the HIOB frameworks on the NICO dataset, using 40 pixels as the threshold for "good".
Occlusion in the OOTB
Another difficulty was occlusion and distraction, such that the object or a large portion of it is occluded or even a second similar object occurs in the same region. In Fig. 7 we present how the high gain strategy leads to a continuous tracking despite a similar objects moving in front of the tracked object. Although the frames between the full visibility of the tracked object ( Fig. 7 b-c) include strong occlusion, the tracking does not get distracted.
Motion, occlusion, and size in the NICO scenario
In the developmental robot scenario with NICO, occlusion was usually a strong factor in the first frames, where the robot manipulated the object. Depending on the characteristic of the object (e.g., heavy with large friction versus round), different motions were observed showing the tracking remained accurate. However, in extreme cases like fast falling thin and simple-textured objects, the tracking could get lost (see Fig. 8 a-b) . The previously observed
The LCC update strategy increasingly leads to predictions of low confidence, while HGC only utilises samples with a high gain: a) Initial frame shows a solid prediction. b) Misplaced prediction caused by motion blur. Update executed on prediction with conf = 0. c) The model was trained to predict the position next to the object.
d) The HGC strategy waits for a less blurry image to execute an update.
Top: ROI with prediction in yellow; Bottom: corresponding prediction mask. Top: larger frame section with ROI in cyan, prediction in yellow, and ground truth in green; Bottom: corresponding prediction mask (most probable areas of the object's position), again with prediction in yellow and ground truth in green. (a) (b) (c)
Examples of trackings where the size changed quickly w.r.t. the initial frames. a-b) Object with simple texture was moved towards the camera but suddenly dropped out of the hand fast and got lost because the change between two frames was too drastic and not captured within the SROI. c-d) Strongly occluded object was correctly tracked despite model updates with small parts only.
Top: ROI with prediction in yellow and ground truth in green; Bottom: corresponding prediction mask. cases of huge size differences led to strongly reduced overlaps to the ground truths and thus to a deterioration of the learned model because of updates that include only parts of the objects. Nevertheless, if the texture was not too simple HIOB was able to handle these cases mostly well since the selected updates provided a good abstraction of the object (see Fig. 8 c-d ). This shows that the NICO scenario introduces unforeseen conditions and the need for a better online adaptation of the bounding box.
Discussion
We presented HIOB, a hierarchical modular object tracking framework, based on the FCNT algorithm by Wang et al. [6] . Integrating a pre-trained CNN with an on-line CNN allows running cheaper update steps for specific object models on top of a strong feature extraction. The flexibility and effectiveness of the approach show a good performance on recent benchmarks and at the same time allows for tracking in real-world and real-time settings.
Update strategy for tracking under occlusion and motion
The strategy of updating the on-line CNN in cases of high gain improved the performance notably, because it combines the strengths of time-based and change-based samples, but mitigates negative effects. While updating only after a certain number of frames reduces the computational costs during the other frames [6] , it is clearly inadequate for fast changing object appearances. A low confidence indicates that the model is inaccurate for the current appearance, but could also mean that the object is heavily occluded or subject to strong motion blur. In these cases, the especially low confidence would likely cause poor samples that could deteriorate the model. Thus, in our high-gain update strategy (HGC), these samples are avoided, showing a strong impact on these occlusion and motion cases, but still handling different morphology well.
Tracking in real time for developmental robot settings
With the flexible and modular design, HIOB is suited to integrate different components for, e.g., feature extraction or candidate generation, depending on needs for accuracy versus speed. Novel models can be included similarly easy as novel realisations of previously expensive tensor computations. For real-world approaches, such as in developmental robot scenarios [13] , these modules, sensor-dependent parameters like the SROI size, and context-dependent characteristics such as candidate numbers or the target FPS, can be shaped for a good compromise. HIOB yields top results in current benchmarks like OOTB and PTB but can provide a similar performance in our NICO-object interaction setting. Here, the SROI size is particularly important because of the increased computational costs in relation to the camera resolution and the scene characteristics, but with a good balance, high precision and success rates would be observed.
Future work
In order to keep the computation time low and at the same time maintain or improve the precision of the tracking we can enhance the framework further in two directions. On the one hand, we can adopt other recent and upcoming concepts for feature extractions and candidate generation. For example, including residual connections in the pre-trained layers has been shown to result in similar or higher accuracies on complex object recognition tasks while remaining computationally cheap. Networks such as ResNet-50 or Inception-v4 have been shown to provide very good object models with a reduced computational complexity [12, 18] . As another example, candidates can be generated by actually modelling the object movement and detected occlusions [19, 20] .
On the other hand, the masking and prediction can get advanced in order to more precisely reflecting the current object shape. Currently, the bounding box is determined by choice, which is given during initialisation of the tracking, in order to keep the costs low by avoiding additional heuristics. This is fine for most objects, nevertheless, for extreme transformation such as scale in perspective or rotation of long and slim objects, the model can deteriorate. Thus, a viable solution is to create additional candidate locations by slightly rotating as well as increasing or decreasing each considered object location bounding box and evaluate its score similar to the other candidates. These candidates would not mean additional complex computations but yield feasible estimates for changes over time.
Conclusion
A continuous model for object tracking, such as our proposed HIOB, can achieve a performance comparable to models that are constantly reinitialised when the model utilises a smart update strategy. Our suggested strategy prevents disrupting the model by excluding poor quality data samples and simultaneously reduces the need for redundant updates. Since all components have been optimised for efficient and effective computation, HIOB is capable of real-time tracking on normal consumer computers. Overall, this leads to a significant improvement in the tracking performance and thus opens up applications that demand fluent and robust tracking. This makes HIOB particularly interesting for the developmental robotics community, where robots are simulating the development of infants' cognitive capabilities, including active perception, language acquisition, and higher-order planning.
